
  

NEWS 
 

Dear all, 

 

How are you doing lately?  

In Japan, November 7th is called “Ritto”.  

From this day, it will be winter on the calendar. 

In old Japan, it seems that the seasons were divided into 24 instead of 4. 

Ritto is one of them, which means "the day when winter begins". 

Around this time, the cold north wind called “Kogarashi” blows,  

and the zelkova trees begin to color. 

At this time of year, some people are prone to catch colds,  

so please take care of yourself.  

 

Kinro-kansha no hi (Labor Thanksgiving Day) 
Labor Thanksgiving Day, which falls on November 23rd, is a national holiday  

when Japanese people show their gratitude for each other for their labor and  

celebrate the year’s production.  

Labor Thanksgiving Day originates from a ceremony named “shinjosai” or “niinamesai*”.  

This ceremony is held at the Imperial Court for the Emperor to offer new rice 

to the gods of heaven and earth. The Emperor also eats the new rice at the ceremony.  

This ceremony was held on the day of u in ancient times when the lunar calendar  

was used, and has been performed on November 23rd since 1873.  

The feast day for people to give their thanks for the rice production and celebrate  

the rice crop of the year is now Labor Thanksgiving Day.  

Rice is the main staple of the Japanese diet, and so the labor to produce rice can  

represent many different kinds of labor in Japan. 

 

*Niinamesai : The Niinamesai is a ceremony in which the emperor offers gratitude  

to the new grains harvested that year and eats them as a gift from God. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

This time, we will inform you of the delivery date list of Murata type tools. 

We will also attach an attached file, so please refer to that as well. 

*The delivery dates listed are all working days (except Saturdays and Sundays) except the day when all orders are 

placed. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 



 



 


